
 

 

                                                                                                 
 
 

 
 
 
SOME OF YOU MAY REMEMBER MY 1961 RAMPSIDE THAT I SOLD IN 2008. 
I HEARD FROM THE NEW OWNER AND HE SHARED SOME PHOTOS OF WHAT IT LOOKS 
LIKE TODAY. QUITE A TRANSFORMATION, LET ALONE HIS INVESTMENT IN IT!!!!! 
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Ingrid and I sincerely hope you had a wonderful Christmas and are on course for a terrific New Year!!! 
Our Christmas was celebrated very low key. Both of our children and their children live in the Phoenix area 
and we decided not to travel to spend the holiday with them. We sent their gifts and hope to be able to visit 
them after the new year.  
You would think that all this “spare” time I would be able to finish a few chores on my 66’ Monza which 
includes finally putting the outside mirrors that were destined for it by Herb Berkman when he had it 
painted and stored over 15 years ago. I purchased the car and many parts, including the dual remote outside 
mirrors, from Herb back in November of 2001 and plan to keep it for many more years. The mirrors were 
sold to him at the Corsa Convention in Oregon, I believe that was 2004, as he had some plan to use them. 
Several months ago I tracked down the mirrors as his widow, Jonnean, had sold them to Greg Nicol along 
with other parts as well as his 65 Corsa X. I need to make some modifications to the inside panels of the 
doors to make them work but I am excited that they are reunited with “Herbs” Monza, aka MONZA X.  
Since I was doing this I figured this would also be a good time to install the power window kit I purchased 
at a car show in Laughlin. This looks like a bigger project then I thought and I was hoping to get it done 
before the show in Mesquite but I don’t think that will happen. This sounds and reads very strange but it has 
been too cold and windy (emphasis on windy) to work out in the garage. It seems the older I get the less I 
can take of the weather be it too hot or too cold or too windy. That is my excuse and I plan to stick to it. 
With all that, it reminds me that we committed to attend the Mesquite Motor Mania 2010. Ingrid and I will 
be there but I’m afraid Monza X won’t be ready so we will be there in the motor home and driving a more 
modern car from Casino to Casino. I do hope we have a good turnout of members and their cars so the 
public can get a good vision of the special place these vehicles belong in automotive history. Even if you 
can’t bring your Vair it would be nice to see you at the show! 
At the December meeting I promised to have the by laws posted on the club website. Well, they aren’t there. 
I failed to have the other officers sign it and will get them at the January meeting. This means BOB HELT 
and ARLON  SIEBERT  need to be there to bail me out of my oversight. I’m sure they both planned to be 
there I just had to put that in to jab at them a bit. 
We hope to see you at the January 13th meeting and if you promised to bring a door prize or two, don’t 
forget, for those of us who didn’t promise, bring money to buy tickets. Remember, Spring will be upon us 
soon and we need the money to feed all the hungry members!!! 
Also, we will be closing nominations for officers at this meeting so if you have decided to volunteer for one 
of them, it would be nice to have some competition for officer positions for a change. 
See you on the 13th !!! 
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!!! 
VIC HOWARD 
 

   SEE YA’ AT MESQUITE MOTOR MANIA  2010                        

                  PRESIDENTS COLUMN 

                    



 

 

VEGAS VAIRS 
December 2009 MEETING MINUTES 

12/09/09  
 

Recorded by Secretary Bob Helt 
 

 
 
 
With 14 members, plus guest and former member Jack Cromwell, in attendance, President Vic called 
the meeting to order at 7:04 PM.  
 

Treasurer Ingrid reported a balance of $331.39 in our bank account. 

 
OLD BUSINESS 
 

President Vic commented that as Newsletter editor, he is sending all newsletters out via email to 
members with an email address. All other members will receive theirs by US mail delivery. 
 
The proposed by-law changes published last month adding a schedule for the selection of new officers 
was voted on and approved by acclamation. The changes detail the steps and timing for the selection of 
candidate club officers, their nominations and the election as follows. At the January meeting the 
candidates should be determined with the election being held at the February meeting and assumption 
of positions at the March meeting. 
 
The slate of proposed new officers was stated by president Vic as follows: 
 
President ………..Harry Ransom 
VP…………………….Bob Boehm 
Secretary…………Open 
Treasurer…………Ingrid Howard 
Board Member…Bob Helt 
 
Since the Secretary position was unfilled, Paul Bernardo volunteered to be the next Secretary. We now 
have a full slate of officer candidates for next year. 
 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
President Vic noted that the Club has informed the State of Nevada that the club’s fiscal year begins 
each April first. However the new officers assume the club positions at the previous March meeting. This 
apparent conflict was discussed and thought to be of little importance. 
 
It was suggested that Vic add a link to the club’s internet site in each future newsletter. 
 
Activities chairman Harry Ransom reviewed the organizations needing volunteers and also upcoming 
local meetings and activities. Of special interest is the Mesquite Motor Mania Show to be held in 
Mesquite, NV. January, 15, 16, and 17, 2010. Register by Jan, 4th at the Casablanca Resort 
Casino…702-643-0000 or 702-281-4027. 
 

                         SECRETARY REPORT 
 



 

 

President Vic requested articles for the newsletter from members on any pertinent subject. 
 
The raffle was held with Howard Stoner handling the activity. Many prizes given out with Suzan Sibert 
winning the 50/50 prize of $24.50.  
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:57 PM. 
 
All persons interested in Corvairs are invited to attend future meetings at Denny’s Restaurant 3081 S. 
Maryland Parkway, across from the Sunrise Hospital, held on the second Wednesday of each month at 
7:00 PM. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Bob Helt 
========================================================================================= 
 
 

   

                          
 



 

 

THE YENKO STINGER STORY 
                                                                 By Bob Helt 
                                                             (CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH) 
 
 

STAGE II STINGERS 
 

            Stage II was designated for “High-Speed Touring”. It also included all of the Stage I items, but 
the engine was modified with substantial improvements. Piston clearances were increased and the 
pistons were notched for valve clearance. The compression ratio was increased to 10:1, and a “high-
performance cam” was installed (with appropriate rev kit).  
            While some Stinger documents state that this was the same 300-degree camshaft as used in 
the Stage III engines, other Stinger documents indicate that a different, less radical camshaft was used 
for the Stage II engines. Possibly, initial Stage II engines, rated at 175-hp, used a less radical camshaft 
while later Stage II engines used the Stage III 300-degree camshaft to achieve the 190-hp rating. So a 
question remains as to what camshaft or camshafts were really used for Stage II engines. This question 
is raised because of the possibility of over-camming a street-vehicle with the 300-degree racing 
camshaft and losing low-speed performance.  
            The #4 main bearing was replaced with an intermediate-type bearing, and all main bearing 
clearances were set to Yenko specs. The flywheel was lightened and bolted. Carburetor turn cut-out 
fixes were installed. The Stage II engine developed 175 dyno-horsepower initially (probably at around 
5800 RPM) and later 190-hp. 
 

STAGE III STINGERS 
 

Stage III was Don’s all-out entry to SCCA sanctioned racing.  It had everything the Stages I and 
II had, plus additional extensive engine work, with a 300-degree “Super High-Performance” racing cam 
(and rev kit), forged 0.040" O/S pistons and ported heads with a  10.5 CR. Engines were penetrant 
inspected and balanced. In addition, there were many other engine modifications. Carburetors were 
highly modified for racing with the throttle bores increased to 1-1/2". This engine was initially dyno 
tested to produce 210-horsepower (likely at around 6000 RPM) and in January 1967 increased to 220-
hp. 

To ensure engine reliability and durability, Don set normal maximum RPM limits of all his 
engines at 6000; and 6200 if the engine was balanced. In a pinch he recommended an absolute 
maximum RPM of 6300 (not balanced) and 6600 (if balanced).  

As far as is known, there were a total of only eight Stage III engines built. The first two were 
built by RST Engineering at Chevrolet for the initial racing effort. Both engines powered Stingers in the 
1966 Refrigerator Bowl race in January at Marlboro, MD. Later, after July, six more engines were built, 
probably at the dealership by Yenko’s staff.  
            Yenko Stingers were homologated by the SCCA and placed in the D/P class (D Production) 
which was somewhat of a disappointment to Don because of the high- performance cars the Stinger 
would have to compete against in that class.  But despite this apparent handicap, and the fact that 
much of the competition was factory sponsored with considerable money and technical help available to 
them, Stingers won many 1966 championships. A most  notable 1967 win was by Jerry Thompson in 
his Stinger YS-005 who won the D/P class National Championship in 1967.  What a wonderful and little 
known fact!  A Corvair Yenko Stinger was SCCA D-Production Class National Champion in 
1967!  During this season, it was clocked at 132 miles per hour at Daytona.  

 
  

                        BOB HELT COLUMN 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
1967 STATUS 

 
Unfortunately, Chevrolet had intended to terminate all Corvair production at the end of the 

1966 model year. But marketing conditions along with Ralph Nader’s book, Unsafe At Any Speed, 
caused them to re-assess this decision and so Corvair production was continued for three more 
model years. However, both the 140-hp engine (along with the turbocharged engine—which Yenko 
never used in his Stingers) and the Corsa model were discontinued for 1967 at the start of the model 
year.  

With the discontinuance of the 140-hp engine, Don saw his Stinger program (which by this 
time was doing quite well) heading for oblivion. So with a plea to Chevrolet (some people say directly 
to Ed Cole) to reinstate the 140-hp engine, Chevrolet did put it back into production as a Central 
Office Production Option (COPO) option. This meant that Corvairs with the 140-hp engine could be 
ordered by all of the dealers sometime after January 1967 (However, an air-conditioning option was 
not available on these cars since both the 140-hp engine and the optional Air Injection Reactor [AIR] 
system—required on cars delivered in California—teamed together, presented an engine-cooling 
problem). The COPO ordering system was one previously set up by GM to handle fleet orders that 
might have special vehicle requirements. 

Don, thus, was able to order 25 Monzas with 140-hp engines (all with an engine code of RM) 
and took delivery of these during February of 1967. Apparently, only 14 of these cars were converted 
to Stingers with the rest being sold as ordinary Corvairs. In March 1967, the 140-hp engine COPO 
was extended to include the optional Powerglide automatic transmission (which now meant a 
different 140-hp engine with the 4-degree retarded 95-hp camshaft). Three additional Stingers with 
the AIR system were later delivered to the Dana Chevrolet dealership in Los Angeles, California 
directly from the factory. Since these Stingers were “made” at the Chevrolet factory (and not by 
Yenko) , it is not clear just how this was accomplished. With the decreasing importance of the Corvair 
at Chevrolet, engine development and dyno testing was now done by Gulf Oil Research (which was 
close to the Yenko dealership), a long time supporter of Don’s racing efforts.  

Research has shown that only 279 140-hp engines were produced for 1967. Of course, not all 
of these engines went into Stingers, some were installed and sold in standard Corvairs. Of these 279 
engines, 165 were with manual transmissions, and 114 with the Powerglide automatic transmission.  
Included in these numbers were eleven engines with the AIR system as required for delivery in 
California (six with MT and five with PG). 

For 1967, RST Engineering developed a new close-ratio 4-speed manual transmission for 
Don’s Stingers (modified from the stock 4-speed) that reduced the gaps between the gear ratios and 
made a reduction in lap times possible. Apparently, only three of these close-ratio transmissions 
were ever built. 

 
LATER YEARS 

 
With the 140-hp engine a standard production option again in 1968 and 1969, Yenko 

continued to produce Corvair Stingers for years, modifying both new Monzas and also existing 
Corvairs to Stinger standards; and also selling kits for Corvair owners to do the same.  The total 
number of Stingers produced is unknown, but is estimated to be fewer than 200.   

Don Yenko died in a crash in March 1987 when he was trying to land his aircraft at 
Charleston, West Virginia. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

From Corsa West’ January 2006 Westwind 
 

Synthetic Oil: Benefits & Disadvantages 
 

By Randy Wicks 
 

As you may recall from my Oil Temperature program, engine life is reduced when oil temperatures rise above 
210° F using conventional oil. Chevrolet tests confirmed that even the mildly tuned '60 Corvair engine would run 
230° F at 60 mph in 100° F heat. Other Corvairs with turbos, air conditioning or A.I.R. (smog) pumps would be 
capable of generating even more heat. Other hot areas include the cylinder walls, rings and valve guides. If the 
sump is 230° F, imagine how high the oil temperature is in these localized hot spots. 
 
 
In my own testing, using a "deep-fryer" thermometer, and Dave Statland using his infra-red digital thermometer, 
we easily found Corvairs that exceeded safe oil temperatures on a fairly cool day (Cruiz'N Picnic and the Poppy 
Run). 
 
While improving the oil cooling will certainly help this situation, our engines would survive heat better if they were 
to use an oil that could handle the temperatures that a Corvair engine can produce. Fortunately, such an oil exists 
today. 
 
Originally developed for jet engines, synthetic oil is now factory-fill in many high-performance cars. The same oil 
that protects Corvette, BMW and Porsche engines can also prevent the oil breakdown that occurs in our air-cooled 
motors. 
 

What Is Synthetic Oil? 
 
Synthetic oil is different from conventional motor oil because it is created chemically instead of being distilled 
directly from petroleum. The resulting base oil molecules are uniform in size for a given viscosity.  
 
(Editor’s Note: This is true for some synthetic oils but other synths are simply highly refined conventional oils that 
exhibit characteristics of pure synthetics, Castrol Syntec for example.) 
 
Conventional base oil is a mixture of different size oil molecules. 

Benefits 
 
Better Thermal Stability 

 
With its uniform molecular size, synthetics are able to withstand temperature extremes that would destroy 
conventional oil. Conventional oil's large molecules breakdown in high heat, while its small ones are oxidized or 
burned off. The broken large molecules are free to combine with oxygen and form sludge. Reportedly, synthetic oil 
can tolerate chronic 300° F temperatures. Because it is created "from scratch", synthetics lack the impurities 
found in even the best conventional oil. Paraffin, or wax is gone. This is one of the primary reasons synthetics flow 
so well in cold weather. The wax is simply not there to solidify. 
 
Less Friction 

 
Synthetics resist "shearing". Less oil thickening over time like regular oil. The result is more power and less fuel 
consumption.  
 
Less Sludge and Deposit Formation 

 
Resulting from thermal stability and better additives. 
 
Less Oil Consumption 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The smaller molecules in conventional oil are easier to burn off. 
 
Lasts Longer 

 
Mobil 1 now has an oil designed to go 15,000 miles. However, in conversation with an oil company representative, 
they stated one year as the maximum for drain intervals with synthetics. Other companies boast longer change 
intervals. With seldom driven or weekend driven Corvairs, one year sounds reasonable. Regularly driven Corvairs 
could be changed more frequently to keep the oil in "Concours Condition". 
 
 
 
Less Engine Wear During Start-up  

 

Better flow allows the oil to get to moving parts faster.  
 
Protection for Overhearing Engines. 

 
You may have dropped a valve seat, but at least your oil is still good and protecting what is left of the engine! One 
of the best reasons to use synthetic oil, is to reduce oil coking (from exhaust heat) in the turbocharger. 
 
Better Protection During "Extreme Driving Conditions" 

 
Short trips, high or low outside temperature, long idling, towing, track driving and stop and go traffic are all 
considered "extreme". In fact, any driving not at a steady speed in moderate weather is considered "extreme". 
Under these conditions, conventional oil breaks down or forms sludge faster. Car manufacturers often recommend 
more frequent oil changes under these "extreme" (normal driving in Los Angeles) conditions. Synthetics excel in 
this category. 
 
Greater Engine Durability 

 
For all the above reasons. 
 
====================================================================== 
 

                                 FROM THE EDITOR 
 

 

THE PICTURES I HAVE PUT IN THIS NEWSLETTER OF THE 1960 AND 68 CORVAIRS CAME FROM A 

WEBSITE THAT HAS THE BROCHURES OF MANY DIFERENT CARS FROM ALL MAKES, MODELS AND 

YEARS. YOU WILL HAVE A LITTLE FUN WITH PICKING CARS THAT YOU HAVE OWNED, INCLUDING OUR 

WONDERFUL CORVAIRS (EXCEPT THE 1969 MODEL). CHECK IT OUT!!! 

http://www.lov2xlr8.no/broch1.html 

 

SO FAR, I AM NOT HAVING PROBLEMS FINDING ARTICLES BUT I WOULD LIKE TO PERSONALIZE THE 

NEWSLETTER MORE BY HAVING ARTICLES ABOUT YOUR CORVAIR (S) TO SHARE WITH OUR MEMBERS. 

PLEASE TAKE SOME TIME TO WRITE ME AND SEND PHOTOS OF YOUR CHERISHED VAIR!!! 

FOR SOME REASON, NONE OF OUR MEMBERS WERE BORN IN THE MONTH OF JANUARY OR IF SOMEONE 

WAS, THEY DID NOT GET THAT INFORMATION TO ME. IF YOU HAVEN’T SHARED IT WITH ME YET, 

PLEASE DO. I PROMISE NOT TO ASK FOR THE YEAR AND IF YOU ACCIDENTALLY PROVIDE THAT I WILL 

NOT INCLUDE IT IN THE NEWSLETTER. 

  

FOR SALE AND WANTED  
Pamela Castiglione is looking for a lower engine shroud for her EM Convertible. Email her at 

dimene80@msn.com or call her at 702-301-9808 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MESQUITE MOTOR MANIA 2010  ( JANUARY 15-18) 
 
Hi everyone, 
Okay, I believe I've found out most of what we need to know to plan for this show: 
 

(1) The event will be held at all Black Gaming properties: Casa Blanca, Oasis, Virgin River, etc. 
 

(2) To register your car for the event the cost is $75.00 BEFORE January 4th, 2010. After that date it 
escalates to $90.00. Entry gets you a t-shirt, qualifications for all money drawings ($15,000), and trophies to 
win (260). 
 

(3) Hotel rooms cost extra from the car registration. However, the total cost per night including taxes is only 
$11.18 at the Oasis. Enter two cars and you get two rooms. The charge at the Casa Blanca is more: through 
Thursday it's $34.98/night plus tax and Friday through Sunday it's $39.98/night plus tax. I didn't get prices 
for the Virgin River Hotel/Casino or the fourth Black property. 

 

(4) Group Parking: If you caravan that's the best way to arrive and stay together when parked. However, they 
do request that you park sometime at all of the properties. That sounds a bit more complicated to me. To 
exhibit your ride in any of the formal designated show areas you have to display your registration number 
card. 

 

(5) On Monday, for the first time (I believe) they are going to hold street drags on the main thoroughfare! 
All the details of all functions will be spelled out in the registration packets. The total time you spend in 
Mesquite for this affair depends upon your hard core interests, your finances, and time available. However, a 
group assembly for one or two days should be a lot of fun. 
I would say I observed about 325 cars last year.  Of course, the promoters are stating that they expect more 
this time around. That would be cool. There's only one way to find out. 
The main phone number for the hotels is (877)-438-2929. 
 
Here's a website address that should provide more details: 
http://www.mesquitecarshows.com/motor_mania.htm 
 
Regards,  
Harry 
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